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The Patent Regulation Board and the Trade Mark Regulation Board 

Minutes 

Thursday 23rd January 2020 at 12 noon 

The Orwell Room, 20 Little Britain, London EC1A 7DH 

 

Attending:  

Rt Hon Lord Smith of Finsbury (Chair) 
Alicia Chantrey 
Samantha Funnell 
Steve Gregory 
Keith Howick 
Alan Kershaw 
Nigel Robinson  
Caroline Seddon 
Nick Whitaker  
 
In attendance: Fran Gillon, Shelley Edwards, Karen Duxbury (item 8 only), Victoria Swan  

1. Apologies -   apologies were received from Emma Reeve. 

2.   Notification of any conflicts of interest – no conflicts of interest were declared. 

PART A – NON-CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS 

3. Review of regulatory arrangements 

3.1 FG presented a paper setting out the proposed approach to the review of IPReg’s regulatory 
arrangements. The Board agreed that the review presents an opportunity to de-regulate where 
possible, simplify the arrangements overall, encourage innovative provision of services, remove 
cross-subsidies and incorporate best practice. Extensive discussions and consultation on the broad 
approach will be undertaken before any detailed drafting is done.   

3.2 The Board agreed to the following high-level policy approach: 

Overarching principles – the arrangements should be principles-based wherever possible using the 
distinction between “must” and “should” to distinguish what would be absolute requirements. 
During the course of the review, we would seek out examples of good practice in using principles 
rather than detailed rules.  

Entry to the registers: 

“Registrar” - we will propose abolishing the concept of “registrar” since this is not a legal 
requirement and the role is performed by the CEO. We would retain the right of appeal against the 
CEO’s decisions on admission applications; 
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Initial entry – individuals and entities - we will propose introducing an application fee for individuals 
to reflect the cost of checking applications. Cost-reflective application fees should be charged for all 
entities; there is no policy justification for the current approach of charging ABS applicants but not 
non-ABS applicants. Pro-rating of practising fees would introduce too much cost for IPReg but the 
practice of not charging a practising fee for applications made in November or December would 
continue;  

Non- ABS firms – compliance role – we will propose a requirement that non-ABS firms designate a 
person responsible for regulatory compliance; this is considered best practice. There is a statutory 
requirement for ABS to have a Head of Legal Practice but we would not propose mirroring this for all 
firms. The requirement for at least one manager of an ABS to be on the IPReg register would be 
retained; 

Mutual recognition of qualifications – EEA/Swiss nationals and Rest of World – statutory instruments 
apply to these decisions and further clarification would be sought from Government about what 
would happen after 31 December 2020; 

Re-entry to the registers – it would be targeted and proportionate to limit the time that an attorney 
could remain in the “Not in Active Practice” category. Further consideration would be given to 
CPD/supervision requirements on return to active practice and re-entry to the register;  

Education providers – agreed to be guided by next meeting of Education Group; 

Principles/Rules applicable to all regulated persons – agreed that it in order that attorneys/firms 
could develop new services for their clients, we should propose allowing a wide range of non-legal 
activities to be provided. This would be subject to requirements on consumer information (in 
particular about PII) and restrictions on providing broader legal services (e.g. will writing) would 
continue. We will propose allowing ADR for dealing with complaints as this may ease the burden on 
smaller firms and sole traders who would not have to set up their own complaints system;  

Individual attorney requirements – the review will include CPD requirements (with advice from the 
Education Group). The requirement to obtain a litigation certificate within three years of admission 
to the register for patent attorneys should be retained to ensure that patent attorneys understand 
the basic requirements of this activity; 

Additional requirements for single attorney practices – these currently take a very high level of 
IPReg’s resources dealing with queries and complaints; there is a significant risk of these attorneys 
breaking the law by providing reserved activities other than through a regulated firm. Additional 
requirements on these firms to ensure compliance with the restrictions in the Legal Services Act 
would therefore be appropriate to propose;  

Firm-specific requirements – guidance would be provided to firms providing training opportunities 
but specific requirements for firms employing trainees would be disproportionate; 

Fees – fees should be cost-reflective as far as possible. Categories should be revised to more 
accurately reflect commercial practices and corporate structures;   
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Investigations - interim suspension power – legal advice will be obtained on whether we could seek 
this power;  

Disciplinary/enforcement action – the review will propose significant changes to reduce the time 
taken to investigate complaints and make decisions on whether there had been a breach of the 
regulatory arrangements;  

Reporting – we will propose that firms should have appropriate mechanisms for investigating and 
dealing with inappropriate behaviour such as harassment; 

The Board agreed: 

• AK to chair and AC, ER, KH and SG to be members of a sub-group to oversee the regulatory 
arrangements review programme;  

• authorisation to obtain quotes for legal support for the review; and 
• authorisation to recruit a junior policy officer to free up some capacity in the team.  

Action: procure quotes for legal support  

Action: contact recruitment agencies  

 4. Minutes of December 2019 meeting and matters arising 

4.1 The Board agreed the minutes of the 12 December 2019 meeting as a correct record. No matters 
arising. 

5. Action Log  

5.1 The Board noted the Action Log as well as oral updates on the following items: 

Brunel reaccreditation – initial application received, targeted further information request made 
regarding the proposed reinstatement of the trade mark programme;  

Regulatory Forum 11 December 2019 – this had discussed IPReg’s proposals to: 

a) reduce the overall size of the Board - both CIPA and CITMA have accepted this;  

b)  to merge the patent and trade mark boards: CITMA did not support this but CIPA did support it.  

The Board agreed to proceed with reducing the number of professional Board members but not to 
pursue the proposal for a single Board at this time.    

IPReg rule change application on run-off cover – LSB had issued an extension notice and on 20 
December had requested substantial additional information which IPReg had provided.  

Recruit broader pool of potential qualification accreditation assessors – we have contacted two 
regulatory bodies and a consultant and have names of individuals who might be interested in 
undertaking this work; 
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Queen Mary University London – progress report – met with non-teaching quality assurance 
representatives who provided a reasonable degree of assurance that the student journey focused 
internal review and restructure will address some of the issues and that they will be working with 
the programme team to focus on IPReg specified core subjects (programme learning hours are 
significantly more than they should be); we provided an oral update on recent student feedback 
gathered by CITMA which disappointingly indicates the same issues of content, organisation and 
examination paper errors persist and advised they have two years until reaccreditation is due to 
demonstrate sustained improvement.   

6. Mercer Review  

The Board discussed its approach to responding to the Mercer Review call for evidence and agreed 
that a response should be sent.  

Action:  VS and CS to draft response to Mercer Review call for evidence  

7. Response to LSB Business Plan consultation  

7.1 FG presented a paper setting out the proposed response to the LSB. 

7.2 The Board agreed to the proposed response subject to a minor amendment.      

Action: Chair to raise LSB proposed timing of IGR consultation at Regulators’ Chairs meeting 

8. 2019 Budget Figures 

8.1 KD presented the first unaudited draft of the actual v budget 2019 expenditure. The Board noted 
the budget figures. 

8.2 As of the date of the meeting we had collected £496,903 practising fees for 2020. This was lower 
than the same time last year (£632,765) mainly because the fee collection process had started later 
and attorneys and firms had taken time to get used to the new CRM renewal system.      

PART B – CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS 

9. Complaints Update  

9.1 SE presented the complaints paper, which the Board noted.  

9.2  
 
 

 
   

9.3  
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ACTION: revised investigation and disciplinary processes to be included in the regulatory 
arrangements review 

10.  

10.1   

11. Regulatory Statement – for Part A and Part B: confirmation that, except where expressly stated, 
all matters are approved by the Patent Regulation Board and the Trade Mark Regulation Board.   




